
Men's high hiking shoes TECNICA-Forge GTX Ms night tierra/rich laterite

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
40 2/3 751078 8050459826586 2 ks
41,5 751079 8050459826593 3+
42 751080 8050459826609 3+
42,5 770513 8050459826616 1 ks
43 1/3 751081 8050459826623 1 ks
44 770514 8050459826630 2 ks
44,5 751082 8050459826647 2 ks
45 751083 8050459826654 2 ks
45 2/3 770515 8050459826661 3+
46,5 770512 8050459826678 3 ks
47 770516 8050459826685 1 ks
47 2/3 770517 8050459826692 3 ks

Suggested retail price: 269.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. The top men's trekking shoe is designed for enthusiastic, experienced hikers looking for the
highest level of support, comfort and protection on challenging trails and hikes. Trekking shoes will reliably carry
you over any type of terrain, whether on a one-day hike or on long routes. Forge hiking boots offer innovative
technologies with exceptional comfort. Their appearance is modern, natural and elegant. The upper of the outdoor
shoes for nature is made of high-quality 1.8 mm nubuck leather in cooperation with elastic textile material on the
hem and instep, which enables a flexible and natural step and easy walking.

The nubuck leather on these men's outdoor shoes naturally conforms to the heat moldable insoles during the
molding process. The Gore-Tex Extended Comfort membrane provides waterproofing without losing breathability,
the Vibram sole guarantees excellent shock absorption and excellent traction and grip. The dimensioned
protrusions on the sole are reversed to increase the contact of the rubber with the surface. The triple-density
midsole protects the foot from hard stones, helps the protrusions on the sole to adapt to different terrains, and at
the same time provides the foot with great support and comfort. The shoe insole is thermally adaptable and
precisely tailored to the wearer's foot. The area of the heel, arch and ankle of the shoes are also thermally adjusted
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for a perfect fit.

Product details:

men's hiking shoes of the brand Tecnica
suitable for experienced and demanding tourists
also for multi-day tourist routes and trips
modern, natural and elegant look
upper made of 1.8 mm nubuck leather and elastic fabric
they provide a natural step
membrane Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
waterproof and breathable at the same time
Vibram Forge Megagrip sole
excellent traction and grip
inverted grips on the sole perfectly adapt to different terrains
triple density midsole
the insole of the shoes is thermally adaptable to the size of the foot
CAS shaping
the heel, arch and ankle of the shoes are also thermally adjustable
the tip has a wide "trench zone"
the sole is approx. 1 cm

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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